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Markelle fultz scouting report espn

November 12, 2020A 2020 NBA draft is fast approaching (November 18 on ESPN) and questions remain from top to bottom in this class. Who will the Minnesota Timberwolves take first place? What about the Golden State Warriors at number 2? And which teams might look to trade LaMelo Ball, Anthony Edwards, James Wiseman or another summit? Here's the latest mock draft
featuring all 60 picks and new intel around the league. We will update this mock until the draft officially begins. This model projected the most likely selections for each team. To see which players each team needs to select, visit here.1. Minnesota TimberwolvesLaMelo Ball Illawarra G Age: 19.2Trade negotiations are underway for this pick, with several suitors emerging, but many
across the NBA are operating on the assumption that the ball will be selected here. Ball performed a solo workout with the Timberwolves on Wednesday, his first private workout with an NBA team. Ball is one of a group of three candidates, including Wiseman and Edwards, from whom the Timberwolves are expected to choose from draft night. The Timberwolves met and worked
out Edwards, but were not able to get much traction from Wiseman.There are scenarios in which wolves can trade down to No. 3 and even end up ball, picking up additional pieces like Miles Bridges and future picks from the Charlotte Hornets.Full Ball Scouting report2. Golden State Warriors James Wiseman Memphis C Age: 19.6A Warriors actively discussed trades, including
scenarios that would net them a starting-caliber frontcourt player along with a pick in the top 10. The Bulls, Pistons and Knicks are among the candidates to trade up to No. 2. If the Warriors keep this pick, most executives around the league expect to end up selecting Wiseman, who will fill the immediate need for the middle position while maintaining a significant upside. Full
Wiseman scouting report3. Charlotte HornetsAnthony Edwards Georgia G Age: 19.2A somewhat disappointing shows during a recent television pro day - at least in terms of conditioning and shooting consistency - may have hurt Edwards' chances of being a No. 1 pick, but there is still considerable intrigue around his talent and long-term potential. The Hornets definitely could use
an explosive wing for Edwards' mold shoulder shot-creation duties, and give them some star power missing. Full Edwards Reconnaissance Report4. Chicago BullsDeni Avdija Maccabi G/F Age: 19.8A draft starts here, in the opinion of some NBA executives, after that first level of prospects off the board. Although active in trade disputes, the Bulls have several interesting young
pieces that the new front office probably want to learn more about firsthand. Avdija's size, versatility, feel of the game and role playing it is possible to give him a good fit anywhere while making another game as it develops. Full Avdija scouting report5. Cleveland CavaliersObi Toppin Toppin F Age: 22.6 There are a number of reasons why the Cavs are attracted to Toppin, who
played a few hours on dayton road and would bring considerable enthusiasm to his explosive style of play. The best player in college basketball last season, Toppin is older than Collin Sexton, Darius Garland and Kevin Porter Jr., making him fit the team's timeline. Full Toppin scouting report6. Atlanta HawksIsaac Okoro Auburn G/F Age: 19.7Okoro is the kind of wing plug who has
come a long way from masking Trae Young's shortcomings at the defensive end, his ability to guard point guards and power forwards alike. His significant upside is growing into it, thanks to his budding passing and ballhandling ability, while bringing the kind of competitiveness and physicality that the Hawks lacked at times last season. There is also buzz from the Hawks potentially
trading down their teens while adding a young yet proven player to their roster. Full Okoro reconnaissance report7. Detroit PistonsPatrick Williams Florida State F Age: 19.2A big winner of the preliminary draft process so far, Williams rocketed into the top 10 as NBA teams gained comfort levels in the film and watched combo forward in his mold that had a significant impact on the
playoffs. The defensive versatility is coveted by today's NBA, and the flashes pointed as a player and shooter are areas that theoretically can hone consistent weapons into a strong player development infrastructure. Full Williams reconnaissance report8. New York KnicksTyrese Haliburton Iowa State G Age: 20.6Three is the bottom end of haliburton's draft range. He is also getting
looks from Minnesota, Golden State, Chicago and Detroit. Haliburton brings the type of defensive versatility, altruism and shooting range that the Knicks missed at times last season, giving him a strong fit in the backcourt with R.R. Barrett, who has the best ball in hand. Full Haliburton reconnaissance report9. Washington WizardsOnyeka Okongwu USC F/C Age: 19.9Okongwu is
considered by some people around the league to be the best big man in this draft. His defensive versatility as a switch-all, rim-protective center with a strong feel in the game makes him an excellent fit for the modern game, and his considerable upside grows offensively, thanks to his reliable hands and soft touch. Full Okongwu reconnaissance report10. Phoenix SunsDevin Vassell
Florida State G/F Age: 20.2A Suns are looking strongly for point guards and wings, especially those who complement Devin Booker. Vassell is the kind of strong 3-d role player every NBA team is looking for. A late bloomer physically who showed considerable versatility in both on and off the ball at Florida State, Vassell has some offensive upside increases thanks to above-
average passes and ability to shoot out the drip. Full Vassell reconnaissance report11. San Antonio SpursAaron Nesmith Vanderbilt G/F Age: 21.0A Spurs are looking both wings and big ones since More places need an aging frontcourt. Nesmith is one of the best shooters in the draft and has some multi-position versatility, thanks to its excellent size, length and frame. Full
Nesmith reconnaissance report12. Sacramento KingsKillian Hayes Ulm G Age: 19.2Hayes is one of the broader draft ranges for any player at this level of prospects as he gets to look as high as Chicago (No. 4) and Detroit (No. 7). The voracious guards can push down the board to Sacramento, which could use a solid-sized combo guard who can play alongside De'Aaron Fox
while taking over as security point guard minutes. Full Hayes reconnaissance report13. New Orleans PelicansSaddiq Bey Villanova F Age: 21.5New Orleans is an outstanding core of talent to build around and will likely earn pieces to complement the existing group. Adding shot, strong on-court decision-making and defensive versatility is likely to be a priority, and Bey ticks all of
these boxes very well at 6-foot-8. Full Bey reconnaissance report14. Boston Celtics (via MEM)Kira Lewis Jr. Alabama G Age: 19.6Protecting the health of Kemba Walker, who is quite a few miles from his odometer, is likely to become a priority as the Celtics try to position themselves for another deep playoff run. A young, fast guard, Kira Lewis, who shoots and distributes at the
same time, makes a lot of sense. Full Lewis reconnaissance report15. Orlando MagicRJ Hampton New Zealand G Age: 19.7Finding a guard who complements Markelle Fultz is likely to prioritize DJ Augustin and potentially Evan Fournier entering free agency. Enter Hampton, who has excellent size and speed with significant space to grow at both ends of the floor and no glaring
flaws that can not be overcome in time. Full Hampton reconnaissance report16. Portland Trail BlazersTyrese Maxey Kentucky G Age: 20.0A Blazers starting backcourt logged a lot of minutes last season in what the team will likely have to look to address in free agency or draft night. A versatile combo guard like Maxey can make a lot of sense with his ability to defend multiple
positions and play pick-and-roll. Full Maxey reconnaissance report17. Minnesota Timberwolves (via BKN)Precious Achiuwa Memphis F/C Age: 21.1It's probably at the lower end of Achiuwa province. Minnesota will certainly stand to add some depth to power forward and center positions like Achiuwa's versatility defensively and felni-running ability to give him an interesting fit
alongside Karl-Anthony Towns.Full Achiuwa scouting report18. Dallas MavericksAleksej Pokusevski Olympiakos F Age: 18.8GM Donnie Nelson has been a significant success in the international outlook, and very well can be excited about the upside of Pokusevski, the youngest player in the draft and arguably the most trait. A 7-footer who drips, over and shoots, Pokusevski is
several years away physically, but has impressive versatility at both ends of the floor. Full Pokusevski reconnaissance report19. Brooklyn Nets (via PHI)Cole North Carolina G Age: Age: Nets are flush with ball handlers, but they've been active in exploring backcourt options, which makes sense considering that's the strength of this class. Anthony, the New York native who started
the season scheduled for the top five, is an interesting buy-low candidate with proven scoring credentials and competitiveness. Full Anthony Reconnaissance Report20. Miami HeatJalen Smith Maryland F Age: 20.6As many great men in this draft, Smith is fairly wide ranging, starting with the lottery and extending into his mid-20s. His length, shooting range and felni-defense
prowess should make him a fairly seamless fit on most NBA rosters as a modern stretch of great man opportunity, and the fit alongside a player like Bam Adebayo is particularly interesting. Full Smith Reconnaissance Report21. Philadelphia 76ers (via OKC) Malachi Flynn SDSU G Age: 22.5Flynn moved up to draft boards quickly as NBA teams struck more exposure for him at the
workout hotspot in Las Vegas, where he spent the pre-draft process. It helped validate an outstanding season that was as one of the best players in college basketball, as well as bouts in today's NBA as a prolific pick-and-roll player with deep shooting range, strong decision-making and competitiveness defensively. Full Flynn reconnaissance report22. Denver Nuggets (via HOU)
Josh Green Arizona G/F Age: 19.9Green will be a popular target for The Nos. 15-25 range as perhaps the top wing view is still on the board. The Nuggets will certainly use a sporty, multi-position defender who can pass and shoot, and green fits that criteria as well. Full Green Discovery Report23. Utah JazzTheo Maledon ASVEL G Age: 19.4Maledon started the year scheduled for
a much higher but somewhat disappointing season along with the glut point guards that could cause him to drop the latter part of the first round. The Jazz would probably appreciate versatility, altruism and the feeling offered by the young French guard, as he has considerable experience at the highest levels of European basketball. Full Maledon reconnaissance report24.
Milwaukee Bucks (via IND)Desmond Bane TCU G Age: 22.3Bane's deep shooting range -- converting 43% of his 3-pointers in his college career -- and a strong feel helped lift his stock in the first round. The Bucks are in win-now mode and will want to add more shots, transfers and toughness surrounding Giannis Antetokounmpo.Full Bane scouting report25. Oklahoma City
Thunder (via DEN) Jaden McDaniels Washington F Age: 20.1McDaniels is getting a lot of buzz lately from teams in the late lottery, and in the end that's long gone at this stage. The long, fluid and excruciating wing started the season projected into the top 10, but saw the set crater in the middle of a disappointing season. Full McDaniels reconnaissance report26. Boston
CelticsLeandro Bolmaro FC Barcelona G/F Age: 20.1 Most teams expect the Celtics - with three first-round picks and a few roster places to trade at least one of their choices. Bolmaro position as a rotation rotation In ACB, you can make an attractive hiding place. The ball handling and pass creativity of the 6-foot-7 stands out as well as defensive intensity. Full Bolmaro
reconnaissance report27. New York Knicks (via LAC) Isaiah Stewart Washington C Age: 19.4Stewart came to college with a huge resume as national player of the year, but couldn't help Washington avoid a disappointing season. Still, his length, toughness and engine will serve him well carving out a role at NBA level, and there's reason to believe he can expand the shooting
range after all. Full Stewart reconnaissance report28. Los Angeles Lakers' Terry Stanford G Age: 20.1 Although many assume that the defending champion will look toward more NBA-ready players, the Lakers seem to like Terry, who is getting to look as tall as his late teens. A clean shot stroke and creativity operating out of pick-and-roll is interesting considering young people. Full
Terry reconnaissance report29. Toronto RaptorsZeke Nnaji Arizona C Age: 19.8Easy to see Nnaji developing a capable big man rotational option, thanks to his high activity level and potential as a floor spacer. He is jockeying for his position in the first round with several other capable big men, giving him a fairly wide range starting in his early 20s and extending into the second
round. Full Nnaji Reconnaissance Report30. Boston Celtics (via MIL)Xavier Tillman Sr. MSU PF Age: 21.8Th choice largely depends on what happens to the Celtics' two previous first rounders, but many in the league expect to pick a big man if they haven't already. Tillman stands out as a tough big man with defensive versatility who shows some flashes like both passers-by and
shooters. Full Tillman scouting report Second Round 31. Mavericks (via GSW)Robert Woodard II | State of Mississippi | F | Age: 21,132. Hornets (via CLE)Jordan Nwora | Louisville | F | Age: 22,133. TimberwolvesTyler Bey | Colorado | F | Age: 22,734. 76ers (VIA ATL)Isaiah Joe | Arkansas | G | Age: 21,335. Kings (VIA DET)Nico Mannion | Arizona | G | Age: 19,636. 76ers (via
NY)Tre Jones | Duke | G | Age: 20,837. Wizards (via CHI)Cassius Winston | State of Michigan | G | Age: 22,738. Knicks (via CHA)Vernon Carey Jr. | Duke | 1000000 Age: 19,739. Pelicans (via WAS)Daniel Oturu | Minnesota | 1000000 Age: 21,140. Grizzlies (via PHO)Reggie Perry | State of Mississippi | F/C | Age: 20,641. SpursUdoka Azubuike | Kansas | 1000000 Age: 21,142.
PelicansPayton Pritchard | Oregon | G | Age: 22,743. KingsDevon Dotson | Kansas | G | Age: 21,244. Bulls (via MEM)Immanuel Quickley | Kentucky | G | Age: 21,445. MagicJahmi'us Ramsey | Texas Tech | G | Age: 19,446. Trail BlazersSkylar Mays | State of Louisiana | G | Age: 23,147. Celtics (via BKN)Yam Madar | Hapoel Tel Aviv | G | Age: 19,848. Warriors (via DAL)Mason
Jones | Arkansas | G | Age: 22,349. 76ersGrant Riller | College of Charleston | G | Age: 23,750. Hawks (via MIA)Elijah Hughes | Syracuse | G/F | Age: 22,651. Warriors (via Stanley | Duke | G/F G/F Age: 21,252. Kings (via HOU)Abdoulaye N'Doye | Cholet Basket | G | Age: 22,653. ThunderPaul Reed Jr. | DePaul | F | Age: 21,454. PacersKillian Tillie | Gonzaga | F/C | Age: 22,555.
Nets (via DEN)Kenyon Martin Jr. | IMG Academy | F | Age: 19,856. Hornets (via BOS)Paul Eboua | VL Pesaro | F/C | Age: 20,757. ClippersJustinian Jessup | State of Boise | G/F | Age: 22,458. 76ers (via LAL)Nate Hinton | Houston | G | Age: 21,459. RaptorsJosh Hall | Morva Prep | F | Age: 20,060. Pelicans (via MIL)Marko Simonovic | Mega Bemax | F/C | Age: 21.0Jonathan
Givony is an NBA draft expert and founder and co-owner of the DraftExpress.com, a private scouting and analysis service used by NBA, NCAA and international teams. Team.
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